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Sector

First order for the CoalSwitch™ reference plant

Alernative Energy

Code

Active Energy Group (AEG) has announced the first order for its biomass feedstock,
CoalSwitch™ sourced from its reference plant in North Carolina which is currently under
construction. The customer is PacifiCorp’s coal-fired Hunter Power Plant in Utah which
is one of two major coal-fired plants in Utah supplying electricity to Los Angeles,
California. This is excellent news for AEG and is a strong endorsement for its technology
from a major power utility, PacifiCorp (owned by Berkshire Hathaway). We expect this
order to be followed by other utilities who have already expressed an interest in the
CoalSwitch™ product.
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First order for CoalSwitch™ - AEG has received the first order for CoalSwitch™ which will
be supplied from its prospective reference plant in Lumberton, North Carolina. The order,
from PacifiCorp, is for 900 tonnes of CoalSwitch™ which will be burnt at its Hunter Power
Plant in Utah as part of a coal/biomass co-firing demonstration being conducted by
PacifiCorp. Feedstock used for the biomass pellets will be sourced locally, within North
Carolina and processed by using residual wood, including bark and treetops/branches.
This is aligned to AEG's strategy to produce a biomass solution including waste materials
from the lumber industry.
Environmental pressure on LA and California - Hunter is one of two major coal-fired
power plants supplying electricity to California (the other being Intermountain Power
Plant) and is under pressure to clean up its act as California looks to implement a Senate
Bill which increases the renewables requirement for electric utilities to 50% by 2026, 60%
by 2030, and 100% by 2045.
Initial requirement for 900 tonnes – The initial order is for 900 tonnes of CoalSwitch™ for
delivery by no later than 14 June 2021. This is a tight schedule for AEG which will not
commence the groundwork for its reference plant until early in the new year with
commissioning expected by the end of April. However, the Company and its main
construction partner, Player Design, are confident that the timeframe is achievable.
Initial order quite modest but a great start that could stimulate further orders - 900
tonnes is of course a modest amount both for AEG and PacifiCorp and could be produced
in a couple of weeks by AEG and burnt in a couple of days by Hunter Power. However,
AEG has already received strong indications of interest in its CoalSwitch™ product from
other utilities and we would not be surprised if this initial order is followed by similar test
orders from other utility customers, not just those using coal as a fuel but also from plants
currently using the ubiquitous white pellet.
Long awaited news – This is exceptionally positive news from AEG and should be the
precursor for more test orders from other customers and, if the tests go well, for the
construction of a fully commercial 50 tonne/hour plant generating strong revenues for
the Group in addition to the revenues already being achieved from the sale of road ties to
the US market and lumber for export markets.
Year End: December
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